Empowering and Motivating You to Succeed!

Eric Bailey’s Profile
Travels from: Los Angeles, CA, US & Australia

“The ability to see yourself in the future begins with the realization that the
future starts in the present.” – Eric Bailey
Eric Bailey’s guiding principle can be summed up in a single word – vision.
Whether creating a successful business or the life of your dreams, the outcome
you truly desire is not something that happens magically. You need a clear
picture of what it is and what it looks like. Eric has helped over 1.5 million
people craft visions for themselves and their organizations and manifest these
into reality!
Eric is one of the world’s foremost speakers on the subject of motivation and
vision. Drawing on successful careers in professional sport, executive
management, sales, and as a husband and father, Eric is the spark that can
ignite the burning passion that dwells in each of us. He draws on his unique
life experiences and a wealth of knowledge in the field of personal and
organizational excellence to create powerful and inspiring keynotes that leave
audiences in awe. With presence and personality, he commands a room like
few can.
His message has been delivered across media channels. Eric hosted an
Australian radio call-in show for 3 years and also wrote a weekly newspaper
column called Body and Soul, both on the subject of health and motivation. He
has appeared on television as an expert in the field of personal development as
well as an ex-pro athlete.
Eric holds the Certified Speaking Professional (CSP) designation, conferred by
the National Speakers Association and the International Federation for
Professional Speakers. The CSP designation has strict standards and a rigorous
five-year certification process during which speakers must demonstrate both
experience and expertise. Less than 10 percent of all speakers worldwide have
this certification and it represents one of the highest achievements possible for
a speaking professional.
Eric continues to inspire audiences around the world with his story and the
incredible power of vision. He has delivered talks and training sessions to
many multinational corporations, including Nike, McDonald’s, Ford, Nissan,
Reebok, Toshiba and Canon, to name a few. He has also brought uplifting,
youth-focused messages to students at hundreds of schools around the world.
Let the visionary power and teachings of Eric Bailey transform your next
meeting or conference into something extraordinary!

Specialties: Vision, Action, Diversity.

For Further Information or to Book
CONTACT:
Mary G. @ 336.775.9661
http://mgmspeakersbureau.com
Headquartered in North Carolina – Available Worldwide!
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Winning with Attitude
Are you ready for a high-powered injection of attitude
and energy? Strap yourself in for a roller coaster ride of
humor, emotion and drama. When it’s is over, you’ll
disembark with a different attitude towards your life – an
attitude that enables you to rise above the crowd! In
Winning with Attitude Eric teaches you or your team the
strategies to meet challenges head on, think outside the
box, adapt to change, and cultivate passion in everything
you do. It all starts with your attitude and getting your
heart plus your mind in the right place will prepare you to
face any life challenge. If you think it, then you can
change it and you can be it. Just allow Eric to give you
the tools and prepare yourself to be empowered by him.
Brace yourself as Eric helps you identify exactly what is
required to create a powerful mindset. Even if you think
that you have emotional or psychological hurdles that
will prohibit you from reaching true success, you need to
think again. There is no obstacle that Eric cannot aid in
identifying, addressing and resolving. No matter where
you fall in the corporate structure, this core program is
geared towards you and your needs. Get ready to move
boldly in the direction of new heights in personal
achievement and accelerated performance. Change your
mind, change your world. Again, once you get your
attitude to square away with your life vision, you can
make great strides towards all of your life goals. Get the
Winning Attitude!
Overview
• Build team confidence and credibility
• Learn to identify and eliminate limiting attitudes
• Channel thoughts and feelings into productive action
• Discover resilience in the face of adversity
• Bounce back from setbacks
• Minimize stress and stressful situations
Please Call for Fees
Testimonial: As President of an association, it was
imperative that the keynote speaker deliver his
presentation in conjunction with my message. Eric
Bailey’s professionalism was outstanding as he created
that overlay, resulting in a product with pure passion.
Eric’s stories, his fight as a young man, his persistence
towards the goal had all of us on the edge of our seats as
he distributed a feeling amongst all of us that “changed”
our lives. To listen to my constituents, my 15-year-old
son whom I invited, and countless others come up to Eric
afterwards and sincerely thank him for the thoughts and
course of action instilled, was a true testament of Eric’s
ability. He was able to reach through the inhibitions of
the business-setting and access what we are all so
tentative to show and share. We look forward to bringing
Eric back in pursuit of building on what he has started.
Bill Breault
President & CEO, Breault Industrial Group /
Scaffold Industry Association SIA USA

